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Desiderata...
The May/June issue of The American Rose lists the results in the competition among newsletters for
the preceding year as well as the winners of Awards of Merit granted for excellence in writing and
publication. Astute readers will note that in place of the beautiful logo created by Pam Solakian a decade ago, the logo for receiving an Honorable Mention by the Ventura Rose occupies that space. This is
the second time in three years that the VCRS newsletter has received that honor. Suffice to say that
kudos go to Jim Delahanty as the editor of the newsletter, Patrick Delahanty as the publisher, and Paddy Ruzella as the distributor. In addition the regular columnists and writers for the 2011 newsletter—
especially Paddy Ruzella, Barbara Osterberg, Jeri Jennings, Dawn-Marie Johnson, Janet Sklar and
others—merit recognition for their efforts to maintain a quality and interesting rose society newsletter.
Continued on page 5.

MAY IN THE ROSE GARDEN….
The rains in April represented another horselaugh on the part of the rose gods. The rainstorms threatened the
local rose shows, replenished some of the water lost in the dreary dry months of the winter, and left us with
about 33% shortfall of our normal rainfall.
May is a maintenance month. Maintain watering, fertilization and spraying schedules. Pay attention to container plants; they are more likely to dry out before any damage is noticed. The signs of wilt on a rose bush
indicate that the tipping point has been passed: roses may take months to recover from a session of wilting as
the plant’s defenses prevent new growth and leave the plant in a defensive mode way beyond any reasonable
expectation. Ordinarily, May would be a month of explosive bloom, but with the April rains, bloom may be
relocated to the end of the month.
In any event, now is the time to plan for preventative spraying if you intend to do so. You have already coped
with aphids. Consider responses to rose slugs which will appear this month as tiny green worms that leave a
lattice work look to the foliage; they can be combatted with either a firm seizure between thumb and forefinger or an organic pesticide like Spinosad. Mites will come later with the heat and they can be treated with
spraying the undersides of leaves every three days to remove breeding places or one of the organic solutions.
A very basic consideration is to continue deadheading; not only is it neat, but it contributes to new growth and
prevents the development of hips and slowdown on some roses. A part of the process might be the purchase
of a cloth back brace from a local nursery to protect the rosarian in pursuit of the perfect rose without the perfect backache.
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The 2012 Ventura County Rose Society Tour on April 21, 2012 included a tour of the A.C.
Postel Garden led by Robert Funai, the coordinator of some 60+ volunteers at the garden. The group then lunched at Café Stella in Santa Barbara. Many of the group extended their touring day with visits to the eclectic and imaginative gardens of VCRS
member Hetty Shurtleff and Santa Barbara Rose Society member Maxine Jagiello.
The tour was organized by Bella and Ted Hermsen. Approximately two dozen members
of the VCRS made the trip north on a day of near perfect weather and abundant sunshine. All of the photos below are credited to Bella Hermsen.

Jane Delahanty, Ted Hermsen, Sue Rosecrans, Kathy Ayers, Nell August and
Bella Hermsen pose in front of the Mission before the tour began.

Robert Funai illustrates a point about
the garden to an interested group of
VCRS visitors.

Nell August on the left and Maxine
Jagiello on the right gaze at the
sloping hillside garden.

The Postel Garden is resplendent in
the April sunshine.

Hetty Shurtleﬀ shares some garden
bounty with Dawn-Marie Johnson,
left, and Ted Hermsen on the right.
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Unable to attend, Bill Donaldson sent
a photo of ‘Black Magic.’
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Photos from the April Meeting. Credits: Ken Osterberg

Elda Bielanski discusses her love of
David Austin roses.

‘Red Intuition’ attracted a lot of
attention for its form and colors.

Barbara Morse added to the occasion
with humungous blossoms.
Photos of VCRS trophy roses at the San Fernando Valley Rose Show on the 14th of April below. Credits: Janet Sklar

Janet Sklar ’s SFVRS Mini Queen
trophy of ‘Bee’s Knees.’

Hetty Shurtleﬀ’s Oriental
Arrangement won Gold Certiﬁcate.

Jim Delahanty’s polyantha trophy of
‘Mrs R M Finch.’
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May Presentation:
The speaker in May is Dr. Thomas Cairns. A list of the achievements of this legendary rosarian would
take more space than is available in this newsletter. Dr. Cairns has been the recipient of so many encomia that at times it has been necessary to create new awards to accommodate his many achievements in
the rose world. He has been the editor of Modern Roses X and Modern Roses XI as well as the author of
numerous books on the cultivation of the rose. He has been recognized for his contributions to rose education with the Dean Hole Medal from the Royal National Rose Society, the American Rose Society
Klima Award as well as the ARS Gold Honor Medal, and the World Federation of Roses Gold Honor
Medal. In 2009 he was the first ever recipient of the Balfour Medal for excellence in rose writing and editing commemorating his 15 years as editor of the World Rose News.
Dr. Cairns has judged rose shows on every continent except Antarctica, served as president of both the
World Federation of Roses and the American Rose Society, and, with his partner Luis Desamero, has
won more rose show trophies than any other team in the history of the American Rose Society. In fact
he has won just about every award and honor available. At his home in Studio City, Dr. Cairns grows
nearly a thousand roses, many in pots and containers. In his professional life, he is a forensic toxicologist.
Otto & Sons: April 27-29, 2012
Way to go VCRS volunteers, members, new members and friends who all pitched in to make a fun and
successful three day community outreach event! Special thanks to Connie Estes, Hetty Shurleff, Carol
and Chuck Russell, Arden and Earl Holst, and Nell August who went the extra mile to staff the information table, talk roses and share their beautiful rose arrangements. We also appreciated all the help we

received from our hosts the Klittich family and can't tell you what a joy it was for Hetty and me to use a
few of the thousands of rose blooms out in the rose fields in our arrangement program. Wishing you all
a wonderful Spring. Dawn-Marie Johnson, VCRS Consulting Rosarians Chair
Burlington Rose Purchase Opportunity:
On June 28, 2012, Burling, Leong from Burlington Rose Nursery will be visiting us and she has offered
to transport any roses that members of the society may wish to purchase. This is such a great opportunity
to purchase roses and not have to pay shipping or tax!
The cost for miniature roses in a 5” band is $7.00. The cost for other roses in 5” bands is 9.00 a rose.
Lists of the available roses, larger, miniature, and those expected to be available in late April are posted
on the VCRS website (www.venturarose.org).
To place orders, you can call me any day after 6:00 pm (805 983-2832) or e-mail me at: Scardybeachkitty2@gmail.com . I will verify that the rose is available and confirm your order with you. I will collect
checks or cash during our next society meeting, or you can mail me a check. Please make checks out to
Burlington Rose Nursery. Remember, no shipping and no tax required. I will not place your order until I
have check/cash in hand and confirmation that the rose is available. My mailing address is: Barbara Osterberg 1100 Roderick Avenue Oxnard, CA 93030-4118
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Hybrid Musks, Climbing Polyanthas, and Polyanthas.
By Kim Rupert
There is much confusion over what differentiates Hybrid Musk roses, climbing polyanthas, and polyanthas.
The confusion stems from the fact that all three classifications are mostly hybrids of the same species.
Hybrid Musks:
As if often the case, first we have to unlearn. Hybrid Musk’ roses actually have no proven connection with
‘R. Moschata,’ the “Musk Rose”. The Hybrid Musk class is based upon the Hybrid Multiflora, ‘Aglaia,’
which resulted from a cross of R. Multiflora with ‘Reve d’Or.’ The latter has been classed as a Noisette since
its introduction in 1869. All that is known of its origin for certain is it is a seedling of ‘Mme. Schultz,’ which
was presumed to be a Noisette, though nothing is known for sure of her origin. As early as 1857, in The Scottish Gardener; a magazine of horticulture and floriculture, ‘Mme. Schultz’ was described as being “in the
way of Lamarque”, meaning she resembled what had become accepted as Noisettes, a cross between Moschata and China Roses. If we presume ‘Mme. Schultz’ was half Moschata (Musk), then ‘Reve d’Or’ was at most
half Musk.’ Aglaia’ would then be one-quarter (at most) Musk and one half Multiflora, and has always been
classed as a Hybrid Multiflora. Hybrid Musk roses, then, are primarily Hybrid Multifloras. They could be
viewed in terms of being smaller, repeat flowering Multiflora Ramblers.
Climbing Polyanthas:
R. Multiflora is basically a climbing plant. From observation of the many self-seedlings and known hybrids,
it carries dwarf, repeat flowering genes which can be expressed when the right combinations are made. “The
Fairy Roses”, “Baby Roses” or R. Multiflora perpetual nana, which have long been sold as seed, are examples of dwarf, repeat flowering seedlings from it, and are classed as Hybrid Multiflora. Though they often
resemble “The Gift”, which is classed as a Polyantha, they remain Hybrid Multiflora.
Polyanthas:
‘Mignonette’ and ‘Pacquerette’ are generally considered the first of the new breed of roses called Polyanthas.
They resulted from crosses between R. Multiflora and China Roses. These roses created quite a sensation
when first introduced. Quickly, many breeders were raising self-seedlings from them or crossing them with
Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals, other Multiflora ramblers and Hybrid Multifloras to raise new additions to the polyantha class.
The German hybridizer, Peter Lambert crossed ‘Aglaia’ (Hybrid Multiflora) with the Hybrid Perpetual, ‘Mrs.
R. G. Sharman-Crawford’ to create ‘Trier’ (Hybrid Multiflora). Suddenly, crosses of the Hybrid Multiflora
“Trier” with Hybrid Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas and Floribundas, began creating Hybrid Musk roses. But,
remember, ‘Trier’ is presumed to be, at most, one-eighth Musk, and known to be one-quarter Multiflora.
Most Hybrid Musks of known parentage arose from either crosses with Trier or direct crosses with R. Multiflora through ‘Ballerina’, which is virtually pure Multiflora.
Peter Lambert’s Hybrid Multiflora, ‘Trier,’ was quite busy at the same time. Not only Lambert, but many
others were busily crossing Trier with all manner of roses from R. Foetida, Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals to other
Polyantha seedlings raising more polyanthas and a new class of roses named "Lambertianas," to honor Lambert and to describe roses that seemed to have something in common. These Lambertiana roses were basically more vigorous semi-climbing to climbing polyanthas. Shorter growing than the traditional Hybrid Multiflora rambler, and with repeat flowering, these roses were the bridge between the Hybrid Multiflora and Polyantha classes. In many ways, they could be considered Climbing Polyanthas. (continued on page 7)
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(continued from page 6)
Polyanthas continued being developed toward bushier, more densely flowering plants with increasingly larger
individual flowers. Crosses with Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals and Hybrid Teas reduced the cluster sizes, but increased the size of the flowers until the introduction of the Hybrid Polyantha class, later called Floribundas.
As the class developed, cluster size reduced and individual flower size increased similarly to the development
in the Polyantha class. Often, the same roses were crossed with the Multiflora hybrids to create both types.
Lambertianas were less vigorous “Hybrid Musks” with generally smaller flowers, but still semi-climbing to
climbing habit and repeat flowering. Polyanthas are dwarf, repeat to continuous flowering hybrids of the same
roses which created Hybrid Musks and “Lambertianas”. As was previously mentioned, R. Multiflora is a
climbing type plant. Like most roses, it can mutate or sport, often to climbing forms. Climbing sports of Polyanthas often resemble repeat flowering Multiflora Ramblers, Lambertianas, even Hybrid Musks, as well they
should. They all contain strong Multiflora influences, massaged by China, Tea, Hybrid Perpetual and Hybrid
Tea genes. For all intents and purposes, they’re all Hybrid Multifloras. Attempts to “classify” them have predominantly been based on, “if it quacks like a duck…” Even though they all are strongly genetically related, if
one “looks” as if we expect a polyantha to appear, we consider it a polyantha. The same holds true for the other two “types”, even though they are all Multiflora hybrids.
Editorial:

Frequently, in the difficult times in which roses and rosarians find themselves, there is a tendency to lash out
at the most obvious minority in any group. This has been historically true and seems to be flourishing nicely
while the rose world undergoes its current travails. It is true that exhibitors make up a minority of those who
belong to rose societies; it is also true that they provide the major contingent of workers, office holders, policy makers, activists, and promoters of the rose than many others who frequent the rose scene.
It is pathetically easy to spoof exhibitor types, and it is to Aurelia Scott’s credit that she did not take cheap
shots at the outsized personalities who inhabit the exhibiting world in her grand book, Otherwise Normal
People. In fact, you can get a good appreciation for the dedication, energy and focus that many exhibitors
bring to the rose world in reading her treatment of the subject and subjects.
People do not seem to make the connection between exhibiting roses, rose shows and the products or fruits of
that association. When rose societies give up rose shows—unless they make every effort to create effective
substitutes—there follows a period in which the gradual and insidious atrophy of the ranks of the activists
spreads and finding people to fill offices, provide services, and offer community outreach programs fails.
There has always been a tension between the various components of the rose society. Partially, a rose society
is an educational unit; partially, is purely a social event. Ultimately, of course, an effective rose society is a
hybrid of these disparate parts and not always one that works without undue effort. The tendency to become
a competitive society can be destructive; an eating and drinking society can be a comfortable slough to dissolution.
While the current woes of the rose will pass in time, the need for major activists, dedicated officials and able
promoters of the rose will remain a constant. And the best way to excise exhibitors (if one is so inclined), is
to emulate them and provide the services that they have provided for the last half century or more. If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, emulation is highest form of praise with a payoff for the future of rose
societies.

